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What is Camp/Pain? A group of eight cultural workers host mobile community center / campaign headquarters 
to facilitate conversations about precarity with public and invited cultural workers from the independent arts scene 
in Berlin. It’s a space to talk about problems in the field while organizing a protest, demanding more ethical 
working conditions. Situated outside major cultural institutions, visible, public for eight days, we conduct group 
discussions and develop practices for working together, such as listening well, setting intentions, drafting an 
Archive, delivering this Archive to cultural leaders, making banners from the Archive pre-protest and eventually 
taking to the streets in solidarity. Resistance and political advocacy require an extreme amount of work, our aim 
is to work gently, solidly, to understand our tiredness inside/out and to formulate new narratives for less violent 
working conditions in the future. “Selfcare is warfare” said Audrey Lorde. We will determine as a collective how to 
work together, generate boundaries, consent, deep listening and practice the tools we develop with each other 
and with audiences. Camp/Pain is advocating for the rights of cultural workers in a socio-cultural animated project 
camping in front of cultural institutions and eventually taking to the streets with killer campaigns, without the 
instigation of the all too familiar… killer migraines.  
 
The Violent Present: We are EXHAUSTED. Camp/Pain is a space where the whispered conversations of               
burnout, the realizations never fully shared, and protests never made (because we were too tired, too time-poor,                 
too precarious, too imbued in deep competition for funding, to invested in our own symbolic capital, too busy to                   
attend the union meeting, too wrapped up in survival strategies, and too money-poor to risk annoying the hands                  
that feed us) will finally take place! “44% of Berlin’s artists are living below the poverty line.” says a sociological                    
survey produced by Annelies van Assche, published by the Round Table Dance, Berlin in 2019. This statistic is a                   
wakeup call. Camp/Pain is in service of reflection, reorganization, rejuvenation and resistance facing the              
untenable demands on our bodies and unacceptable inequities in the cultural field.  
 
Camp and Pain, Mediation, The Archive of Bad Feelings, The Protest: Queers have been using CAMP to                 
“fuck the PAIN away” as long as exclusive norms have existed. Welcome to CAMP/ PAIN, a mobile community                  
center/campaign headquarters to process the woes of precarious work with a little absurdity (laughter often               
replaces tears), ease, consent and clarity. We gather as eight core hosts with support from mentors to think and                   
reflect, to listen to each other about the difficult stuff of precarity. Utilising the skills of an ethical host, founded on                     
an intersectional approach to mediation/conflict resolution, a group of eight cultural workers determine how to               
work well together, communicate with diverse publics and archive the difficult stories of precarious our lives.                
While working, intuitional heads will be craning out of their office windows because we are on their doorsteps.                  
Zooming in on burnout, losses, problems and failures as central issues in the cultural field these personal                 
problems are now collective forming The Archive of Bad Feelings. Upon completion we deliver the Archive to                 
cultural leaders, the Archive evolves as campaign slogans for political mediation and eventually the banners/flags               
we wave in protest.  
 
Methodologies of Rest as Resistance: Feminist, Queer, Crip and BPOC intersectional approaches of critical              
care question the virtuosic attachments/demands of “life as work and work as life” that lead to systemic burnout.                  
“Rest as Resistance,” “Pleasure Activism,” “Nano Politics” and “Tactical Frivolity” are Embodied Strategies             
utilized by numerous civil rights movements. They are Emergent Strategies for individuals and groups to               
participate and activate in an “examined life” with sensitivity/care to one’s bodily boundaries. FCCC has been                
dealing with the paradoxes and emancipatory aspects of Care/Repair since 2016, thus we employ slow practices                
and access-aware spaces to talk about; the grief, the fear, the loss, the joy, and the pain of being on the                     
precarious cultural frontline. Wade and FCCC are experienced in mediating with institutions to slow down/lower               
their expectations thus including diverse people with different abilities/temporalities. “Rest as Resistance” is a              
“Crip Tool” from disability culture that Throws a Crutch into the Exclusive Industrial Speed of Production.                
Burnout comes for the inability to keep up the never-ending pace of work. These bad feelings of burnout are                   
often seen as individual symptoms but they are also clearly structural issues. Camp/Pain aims to generate an                 
effective form of solidarity to question power structures. Let’s slow the system down making sure that everyone is                  
cared for.  
 

https://www.futureclinic.org/steppingout


Camp/Pain in the Ass, A Mobile Community Center Tent Outside the Institution. Camp/Pain is a critique of                  
institutional exclusions, Cultural workers are far too familiar with sitting outside, sometimes we get in, but                
in general, arts workers sit outside institutions in terms of money, agency and power-relations. The “out”                
is now “in,” the party is outside kids, a cranky visible public nuisance from start to finish demanding change.                   
Solidarity is generated through sharing stories, collecting them and performing resting on institutional lawns with               
each other in lieu of the protest to come. The calm before the storm, the army of lovers, sitting outside the castle                      
gates. By camping out and becoming a collective pain in the ass to established power structures this project                  
embraces a worker’s rights legacy of “Union Movements.” “The most effective choreographies of protest are the                
ones that sit in, stay still,” says Dance Scholar Dr. Susan Foster in Choreographies of Protest.  
 
Camp Pain Format –  
FORMAT: Camp/Pain will take place from September 2020 until May 2021 
Phase 1. Organization for Phase 2, 3 and 4, (Two Weeks, September/October 2020, working in an office) 
The project initiator, production assistant, Set/Costume Designer and a consultant with experience in social 
practice and highly mediated/politically effective activism will lay out the full planning and set-up for the stages to 
come.  Set Design, Graphic Concept, Public Outreach to Produce Diverse Publics, Initial Outreach to precarious 
workers in the cultural field and invitation to participate in the creation of an Archive of Bad Feelings. Consultation 
with experienced activists to devise the final protest and maximize political efficacy. Application procedure for 
Protest Permits. 
Phase 2. Collaborative Core Gathering of 8 cultural workers and mentors (One Week, February 2021,               
working in a Studio) 8 core members introduce themselves and their practice, Mentors lead group experiences.                
Mentors introduce themselves and their practices as activists and feminist mediators. 8 core members ground               
themselves in practices devised by the group and influenced by mentors. 8 core members are invited to share                  
problems and paradoxes that arise while doing the work that they do as precarious cultural workers. The group                  
develops gentle strategies and practices to work with ease, the group develops mediation methodologies for               
communicating the project and eventually training as hosts to interview invited precarious workers in Phase 3                
Open Hub. These conversations will make up The Archive of Bad Feelings. 8 Core members will discuss how to                   
facilitate and collaborate in the performative social practice of the Open Hub. 
 Phase 3. Open HUB –  8 core members become hosts to mediate and facilitate gentle conversations with 
public and invited guests from the cultural field generating The Archive of Bad Feelings. (Five Days, 
stationed in the Mobile Tent Camp Pain Headquarters Outside Berlin Cultural Institutions, May 2021) The 
hosts work with invited guests, groups and the public to hear stories of precarity as shared by cultural workers. 
Together we build The Archive of Bad Feelings that surface from the intimate conversations we have with 
publics. We will use feminist practices of deep listening, moderating and witnessing. In Phase 4 Day 1 we will 
present this archive to major berlin cultural institutions. These stories will also become visible on the flags and 
banners of the protest. Defining What We Want by calling for improved conditions for all cultural workers 
including: Clear Payment Structures for emerging/mid-career/established artists. Stipends/Basic Income for 
Cultural Workers or Unemployment Insurance. Pension Schemes. Affordable Rehearsal/Production spaces. 
Phase 4. Final Stage (Three Days, stationed in the Mobile Tent Camp Pain Headquarters Outside Berlin                
Cultural Institutions for Day 1 and Day 2, Day 3 No more tent, we take to the streets in protest, May 2021) 
Day 1, MANIFESTO Delivery - Delivering The Archive of Bad Feelings to cultural leaders and mediating our 
efforts. This sets a clear intention for the protest.  
Day 2, Soli Banner Making Party // What We Want– A soli pre-protest day party to set intentions for the protest, 
craft banners, flags and signs from the Archive of Bad Feelings.  
 Day 3, The Protest – we take to the streets to protest for ethical working conditions in the cultural field. 
A slow durational march through the city stopping to activate our voices and demands in front of five key cultural 
institutions in Berlin. 
Camp/Pain People: An International mix of cultural workers engaged in various aspects of the field 
Jeremy Wade: American Artist Curator Teacher Darcey Bennett: Belgian Artist Organizer Production Manager 
Lou Drago: Australian Sound artist, theorist, curator and organizer of numerous events in Berlin scene.  Astrid 
Kaminski: German Journalist for the Independent scene Katerina Kokkinos-Kennedy: Australian 
director/writer/dramaturge/teacher Djibril Sall: American Performer and Performance Maker Julia Schell: 
German Editor, Activist, Service Provider, Mover Shaker in Berlin Cultural Scene Mentor’s Wanda Vrasti – 
LECKEN Collective, Alice Romoli – PENG! Collective 


